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The boys and bears of Comfort Cove are counting the days until the opening of the sexually charged boardwalk attraction SandMen Strip. But before the naked fun in the sun can begin, the mutilated bodies of a few burly dockworkers wash up on the sand. Suspicion falls on the cute young owners of SandMen Strip, but local paranormal investigator Deck Waxer has to look at all the possibilities, including new
faces in town. There's the cocky two-and-a-half foot tall artist named Little Larry Long. The city's mayor is hiding some unnaturally large life form in his mansion. And even trusted religious leader Father Merrin has been keeping a troubled young psychic a secret from the public. As the body count rises, the angry and scared dockworkers target Deck's crew of sex-loving friends, unaware of the real terror that
has surfaced in Comfort Cove: a grotesque evolutionary mutation from deep down below.
Matt and Rambo are back! Over a decade has passed since their last adventure and the world has changed. Firstly, Pup drops a bombshell and soon after, Luke - the Christian Carper - makes an equally shocking decision in a desperate attempt to catch a carp. As events unravel further, Matt and Rambo have no option other than to try and discover the truth concerning the new mysterious player captivating the
world of carp fishing - the Black Mirror Cult.
Traces the dramatic lives of two Industrial Age brothers who rose from humble origins to become wealthy and famous inventors, citing their pivotal roles in the developments of mainstream innovations, their shared ownership of the Cincinnati Reds, and the lavish lifestyle of Powel Crosley at the height of the Great Depression.
Raised by Animals
Gold, Sport, and Coffee Planting in Mysore
Sentient
Black Mirror Cult
Forest and Stream
The Pup Tent
“Please find me, Thomas! Please!” Two years ago, Dr. Gina Brady broke Thomas Prescott’s heart, but now her panic-stricken satellite phone call starts it beating again with a fury. Thugs kidnapped the good doctor from the remote jungle village where she was working, and now the retired homicide detective’s expert skills are desperately needed to save her. Led by a colorful, but
perhaps untrustworthy local guide, Prescott journeys deep into the Bolivian Amazon, plunging into a world where the only thing more dangerous than the gun-toting drug traffickers and the ruthless tribesmen, is the jungle itself. When Gina’s trail leads to a chance encounter with an archaeological expedition, the search for the missing doctor takes on even deadlier consequences. But
Prescott will not relent in this punishing quest until, once again, he holds Gina in his arms. The books in The Thomas Prescott Series can be enjoyed in any order, so grab Jungle Up and get started today.
Perfect for fans of The Soul of an Octopus and The Genius of Birds, this “masterpiece of science and nature writing” (The Washington Post) explores how we process the world around us through the lens of the incredible sensory capabilities of thirteen animals, revealing that we are not limited to merely five senses. There is a scientific revolution stirring in the field of human perception.
Research has shown that the extraordinary sensory powers of our animal friends can help us better understand the same powers that lie dormant within us. From the harlequin mantis shrimp with its ability to see a vast range of colors, to the bloodhound and its hundreds of millions of scent receptors; from the orb-weaving spider whose eyes recognize not only space but time, to the
cheetah whose ears are responsible for its perfect agility, these astonishing animals hold the key to better understanding how we make sense of the world around us. “An appealingly written, enlightening, and sometimes eerie journey into the extraordinary possibilities for the human senses” (Kirkus Reviews, starred), Sentient will change the way you look at humanity.
This is the story of a young Royal Artillery officer, Lieutenant Ronald Williams, who was held as a prisoner of war in the Japanese-occupied Dutch East Indies from 1942–45. It is a true account of the alternate horror and banality of daily life, and the humor that helped the men survive the beatings, deprivation, and death of comrades. Told through the diary and papers of Williams and
others, Jungle Journal includes many cartoons and poems produced by the prisoners, as well as extracts from the original Jungle Journal, a newspaper created by the men under the noses of their guards. Ronald Williams was the "editor" of this potentially fatal "publication." Jungle Journal describes the survival of hope even in desperate straits, and is a testament to those men whose
courage and fortitude were tested to the limit under the tropical sun.
My First Day
Sport and Adventure in the Indian Jungle
Jungle Up
Tracks, Signs, and Habits of North American Wildlife
Carp fishing's epic tale - series 2, part I
Walt Disney's The Jungle Book

When it comes to family matters, do humans know best? Leading animal behaviorist Dr. Jennifer Verdolin argues otherwise in this eye-opening book. Welcome to the wild world of raising a family in the animal kingdom . . . sometimes shocking, often ingenious! Every species
can surprise us: Chimps have a knack for minimizing temper tantrums, and owl chicks have a remarkable gift for sharing. A prairie vole knows exactly when his stressed-out partner needs a massage. And anyone who considers reptiles “cold-blooded” should consider the
caecilian, a snakelike animal from Kenya: After laying eggs, the mother grows a fatty layer of skin, which her babies eat after hatching (not one of the book’s many lessons from the wild to be tried at home!). Along the way Verdolin challenges our often counterproductive
beliefs about what families ought to be like and how we should feel. By finding common ground with our furry, feathered, and even slimy cousins, we can gain new insight on what “natural” parenting really means—and perhaps do a better job of forgiving ourselves for those
days when we’re “only human”!
Join the PAW Patrol in this action-packed adventure that comes with Chase's spyglass viewer pre loaded with six images that work with the story! Uh-oh! A pet parrot has gone missing and the PAW Patrol must scour the jungle to find him. So grab your spy scope and get ready
to help the pups on this ruff ruff rescue! Whether they are searching on land or in the air, the PAW Patrol is always ready for action.
When Bagheera the panther finds a Man-cub in the jungles of India, he takes the baby to a nearby wolf family, hoping the mother wolf could care for the child. But after ten happy years with the wolves, it is no longer safe for Mowgli the Man-cub to live in the jungle.
Shere Khan, a fierce tiger, believes all humans will grow up to be hunters, including young Mowgli, and wants nothing more than to rid the jungle of the Man-cub. Right away, Bagheera takes Mowgli on a journey to a Man-village where he will be safe. The problem is...Mowgli
wants to stay in the jungle. Will Bagheera be able to deliver him to the Man-village safely? Don't miss this retelling of Walt Disney's classic film, The Jungle Book.
Houseplant Warrior: 7 Keys to Unlocking the Mysteries of Houseplant Care
The Jungle Books
Sport, Adventure, Travel, Fiction
The Jungle Book Adventures
Pups Jungle Trouble
PAW Patrol: Jungle Search and Rescue
When the PAW Patrol heads to the jungle to visit Carlos, naughty Mandy the monkey steals Ryder's PupPad. Can the pups find Mandy in the ancient temple without falling under its curse?
Get ready to join these courageous canines on two exciting adventures! With the PAW Patrol Movie Theater Storybook & Movie Projector, all the action and energy of the popular animated TV show is re-created right in your child’s room! First, the team solves a fishy mystery on Cap'n Turbot's boat in “Pups Save the
Penguins.” Then, journey to the jungle as the PAW Patrol chases a mischievous monkey all the way to a cursed temple in “Pups’ Jungle Trouble!” Children will marvel as they read along with the stories while projecting the thrilling images onto a wall. PAW Patrol is on a roll!
The author shares his memories of his favorite dog, Colter, and the diverse ways in which he transformed the author's life, in a look at the dynamic relationship between humans and dogs.
Pups' Jungle Trouble
Welcome to the Jungle
The True Story of the Best Dog I Ever Had
Proofs of the Prophets--The Case for Baha'u'llah
Prisoners of the Japanese in Java 1942-1945
Law, Politics, and the Animal Advocacy Movement

Pups' Jungle Trouble
"THIS IS THE LAW OF THE JUNGLE, AS OLD AND AS TRUE AS THE SKY. . . ." Mowgli has lived in the Jungle for as long as he can remember. Raised by a noble wolf pack and mentored by a wise panther called Bagheera, Mowgli enjoys the rich, vibrant world of the animals. And while at times it is clear he doesn't quite fit in, he could never imagine leaving it. But
when a vengeful tiger makes a vow to remove the man-cub from the Jungle, Mowgli's world is turned upside down. With help from his new friend Baloo the bear, Mowgli finds himself on a journey to protect his wolf family and himself--a journey that could change things forever. Will the man-cub be able to find his place in the Jungle?
"How to grow extraordinary, rare, tropical houseplants that make a statement, written by an expert on aroids (a family of plants known for its extravagant foliage). Contains fifty plant profiles; information how to obtain, propagate, and care for them; professional tips and advice; behind-the-scenes stories from fellow plant collectors; and stunning photography"-Rare Tropical Houseplants to Collect, Grow, and Love
Colter
Navigating the Jungle
Or, The Journeys and Journals of an Indian Geologist
Capybara Pups
Storybook with Spyscope Viewer

Learn to grow a green thumb and become the confident plant parent you’ve always wanted to be! Engineer and plant parent for more than thirty years, Raffaele Di Lallo knows that the world of houseplants can be full of confusing myths and conflicting care advice. But, as a master problem solver, Di Lallo is here to teach you that your own two eyes are your best source for reconciling every plant problem. His surprisingly simple
observational practices and an understanding of key habitat and care concepts will make any reader feel like a plant whisperer. From choosing the right plants for your home and perfecting light and humidity levels to mastering watering, potting, and propagation, Di Lallo demystifies every aspect of plant parenting. He provides handy case studies and advice for troubleshooting common mistakes, such as yellowing leaves and
overwatering, that help readers develop their own problem-solving skills. Complete with profiles of favorite and lesser-known houseplants, this book is a veritable bible of houseplant care tips for all levels of green thumb.
A description of forty proofs of prophethood derived from a close study of the Babi and Baha'i Writings, as well as the Sacred Texts of several other religious traditions.
For much of our history, legal scholars focused predominantly on the law’s implications for human beings, while ignoring how the law influences animal welfare. Since the 1970s, however, there has been a steep increase in animal advocates’ use of the courts. Animal law has blossomed into a vibrant academic discipline, with a rich literature that examines how the law affects animal welfare and the ability of humans to advocate on
behalf of nonhuman animals. But most animal law literature tends to be doctrinally-based or normative. There has been little empirical study of the outcomes of animal law cases and there has been very little attention paid to the political influences of these outcomes. This book fills the gap in animal law literature. This is the first empirically-based analysis of animal law that emphasizes the political forces that shape animal law outcomes.
Jungle Babies of the Amazon Rain Forest Set
Two Brothers and a Business Empire That Transformed the Nation
Complete Tracker
The Surprising New Science of Animal Family Dynamics
The Jungle Book: The Strength of the Wolf is the Pack

Explores the first day of life for a variety of animals, from the emperor penguin to the Siberian tiger.
In Capybara Pups, emergent readers learn how baby capybaras look, live, and grow up in the rain forest. Carefully crafted text, high-frequency words, repetitive sentence patterns, and strong visual references support emergent readers. Capybara Pups includes tools for caregivers, as well as introductory nonfiction features
such as labels, a table of contents, words to know, index, a Let's Review image and question. Capybara Pups is part of Jump 's Rain Forest Babies series.
Up in the trees, wading in the river, roaming the groundjungle babies can be found everywhere in the rain forest! This new series introduces young readers to some of the cutestand the most unusual-looking jungle babies around. From sweet capybara pups to adorable little squirrel monkeys, kids will love finding out about
the wide range of baby animals that live in the dense rain forest of the Amazon. Developed by literacy experts, each 24-page book features controlled text with age-appropriate vocabulary, grammar, and sentence structure for emergent readers. Colorful photos closely aligned to the text guarantee that kids will gain
confidence in reading while learning all about the worlds most adorable jungle babies.
Nickelodeon PAW Patrol: Movie Theater Storybook & Movie Projector
Spirit of the Jungle
The Indian Forester
Jungle Life in India
Rise of the Thing Down Below
The Journal of the Bombay Natural History Society
When the PAW Patrol heads to the jungle to visit Carlos, naughty Mandy the monkey steals Ryder's PupPad. Can the pups find Mandy in the ancient temple without falling under its curse? Join your favourite pups for an action-packed adventure story with Nickelodeon PAW Patrol Pups Jungle Trouble.
COULD YOU SURVIVE THE JUNGLE? From real-life adventurer Bear Grylls, a heart-stopping contemporary adventure inspired by Rudyard Kipling's classic The Jungle Book. After being washed away down the Wainganga River during a flash flood, Mak wakes up alone in the Indian jungle.The jungle is full of danger—poisonous snakes, cunning monkeys, and desperate poachers—and every
step Mak takes might be his last. Mak finds help and friendship from other jungle creatures, but he will need all his skill and luck to survive and make his way back home.
The Complete Tracker is a concise, thorough guide to the tracks, signs, and habits of North America's most popular species of wildlife. Readers learn the secrets of a master tracker, assembling a clear picture from tracks, scat, and other signs. Was it a dog or a wolf? Fox or coyote? Did it pass by yesterday or an hour ago? The Complete Tracker also teaches how to get close to animals everything from bobcats to beavers, marmots to moose - by knowing the details of their habits and a master-tracker's tips on avoiding detection. Over 150 line drawings show tracks of 60 different species of wildlife under a great variety of terrain conditions. Also inlcudes maps, charts, and diagrams.
How Animals Illuminate the Wonder of Our Human Senses
Z Pups
Sport, Adventure, Travel Fiction
Outing
From Jungle to Zoo
Proofs of the Prophets
Jeff was a normal thirteen-year-old boy, but after losing his dad, things were never the same at home. After a family argument, Jeff ran away, finding himself in the forest where he met a gypsy. His life will never be the same. Join Jeff on his personal journey as he meets his crew: the Z-Pups, Nova, Grey, and Becky! As a team, they stopped Richard's plan to destroy the ZPups and their village.
The Jungle Books can be regarded as classic stories told by an adult to children. But they also constitute a complex literary work of art in which the whole of Kipling's philosophy of life is expressed in miniature. They are best known for the 'Mowgli' stories; the tale of a baby abandoned and brought up by wolves, educated in the ways and secrets of the jungle by Kaa the
python, Baloo the bear, and Bagheera the black panther.
This story is based on the life of author Yuri Feynberg, who is one of the last surviving children of the Soviet Penal System, known to the world as the GULAG. Although not a prisoner, Yuri spent his childhood behind the barbed wired fence in a remote Siberian hard labor camp, where his mother worked as a medical doctor. As the only child there, he lived among Stalin's
political prisoners, hardcore criminals, and security guards. This extraordinary childhood created an unusual personality and an unbendable character, which made it possible for Yuri to excel in the Soviet Special Forces, survive prosecution, and overcome unfathomable personal tragedies without losing his humanity.
Jungle Journal
PAW Patrol
Meet Tracker
The Child of Gulag
Crosley
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